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INTRODUCTION



In tro duc t i on

The purpose of this study is to exarnine

the theoretical irnplications of the concepts

of Privacy, lerritoriality and Personal Space

as they relate to the desieî of mediurn density
housing developments and to illustrate how

privacy leveIs can be maintained while at the
same time providing the opportunity for
indiviriuals or Eroups to seek and achíeve a

desired leveI of social interaction with
others.

The underlying therne of ihis practicum l_s

that the physical environment anri human

behavior are inter-related to the point of
being viewed as inseparable and that peopl-o

have the ability to adapt to, modify, or
alter the physical environment, chansins its
character to suit their particular needs at
a given point in time. We can no 1oneer apply
the functionalist dictum that an orvironment
causes certain behaviors to occur. It mus-;

be recognizecl that behavi-or cannot be

evaluated or understoorl inrìependeni of its
environmental context and that behavicral
ehanges are the result of an interaction
between individuals or qroups and their
envircnment.



Historically' the sociaL sciences have

often treated or studied human behavior in

isolation of the surrounding sítuations in
which the particular behavior in question

is being assessed. Similarily, the design

professions have been traditionaly pre-

occupied with the creation of physical space'

often placing little emphasis on the effects
of their design on the behavior of the

individuals who will ultimately occupy this
spac e .

What is requireC then, is a recíprical
perspective -" an ecological approach"- which

recognizes that people have the ability to

impact on their environment and conversely

that an environrnent acts on and has the ability
to influence human behavior. RecenÈ trends in
environmental design appear to reinforce such

an approach whereby the I.iving and./or working

environrnent contains a high degree of
flexibi.lity, allowing for the manipulation and

alteraticn of that environment in response to

a change in the way the space is percieved by

an individual or group. the notj.on of
flexibitity, while a recent inìåvation in our

s
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society, has long been practiced by other

cultures such as the Japanese who, with
their roovable roorn partitions are able to
alter the basic living unit to accor#date
an increase in the number of inhabitants
or a change in the use of the space as the

needs of the occupant are latered.
It,, thereforel seems desirable that people

become the agents for change as opposed to
being the recipients of environmental

influences with the result that the

environment becomes a positive extention of
the personality of the individual or the
group. Territory and personal space for
example, as wilL be discussed in further
detail in subsequent chapters, inply an

active use of the environment and not merely
a reaction by people to surroundine
environmental factors.

Another inportant aspect of the
ecological approach is that the physieal

environnent and human behavior change over

tine and under different cireumstances and

that such chanse isn by nature, dynamic. As

an example, territories may becone altered by

a change in ownership or a change in public
taste. ï.,ikewise, personal space miEht expand

or contract as social values and customs

>(
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Privacy, the central focus of this
study, has been traditionally viewed as an

excluding process - "being alone" or "getting
away" from others which has resulted in the

creation of living environments which

discourage interaction between residents. It,
therefore, seems desirable that privacy be

viewed as a dynamic process in which forces

to be with others anrl forces to be away

from others are both present, with one force

dominating at one tirne and the other being
1.

stronger at another time, The inference being

that it is undesirable for individuals or
groups to be alone too often or for too long

a period of time and conversely for people

to be with others too much and for too long.

As a general principle, design professionai.

should attempt to desi€Fr responsive environment

which recogurize the openness and closedness

of privacy needs and which permit easy

alteratíon between a state of separateness and

a state of togetherness. Environments that
emphasize, either very little j.nteraction,

or a great deal of interaction are too static
ãnd will not be responsive to changing privacy

A door, f ts'rhe
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regulation of social interaction. Opening

the door signifies a desire to be in c.ontact

with others while closin¿ç it represents an

i.mperneable barrier.
The ernphasis of this presentation

revolves around the concept of privacy and

that an understandin¿ç of privacy nechanisms

is central to the analysis of the inter-
relationships between the physical environrnent

and hunan behavior. Further, the concepts of
personal space and territoriality are viewed

as mechanisms used to achieve desired IeveIs

of individual or group privacy.
Altman (f9?5) suggests that privacy is

an interpersonal boundary process by which

a person or group regulates interaction with
others. By altering the degree of openness of
the self to others, a hypothetheticaÌ
personal boundary becomes more or ìess

receptive to social interaction with others.
Privacy is, therefore, a d¡nramic process

involving selective control over a self
boundary, either by an individual or a é{roup.
(Altman,I975)

Such factors as past experience,

5



availability and type of physicaÌ space'

and general personal characteris-'bics of the

individuals are the catalysts by which a

series of nechanisms are set in motion to

determine the self boundaries and the desired

Ievel of pr ivac y.

Personal space, defined as the space

irnrnediately surrounding the j.ndividual, is
one of these privacy regulating mechanisms.

Privacy levels can be altered by the

individual changing his or her distance or

orientation to others. Through such manouvers,

the individual can regulate the level of

interac t ion

face to face orientation markably increases

the opportunity for touch, detaited visual
contact, ability to smell the other person

and the ability to feel bodily heat. At

greater distance, richness of communication

drops dramatically, so that personal space

serves as an effecti.ve personal boundary

control mechanism. " (A1tman, L9?5,p.8)
Verbal behavior is another example of a

privacy regulation mechanism. WHAT AND HOW

people say things to others affects the

)a



degree of accessability to indiíidua1
teryitory. Verbal behavior then, as a
boundary control mechanism, can affectively
maintain an achieved level of privacy having
the ability to restrict or encourage contact
with others. îhe optimum condj.tion for soci-ål
interaction is directly related to a balance
between achieved privacy levels and desired
privacy leveIs. Should the balance between

achieved and desired privacy 1evels be

disrupted, additional boundary control
mechanisms may be required. For exampLe, an
individuaL nay increase personal space or
distance frorn others or nay introduce physicaJ-
barriers to clearly delineate personal
territory. Conversly, when achieved privacy
levels exceed desired levels the indivitit¡al
may attempt to remove physical barriers to
increase the opportunities for social
interac tion.

The following chapters will examine in
greater detail the inte rre lat ionship s between
privacy, personal space and territory as they
relate to the desig¡ and development of
exterior tiving environments.
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Chapterli wiff explore the theoretical
implications of the concept of privacy as it
relates to individual and group behavior

associated with social contact while chapter

(ff, wiff focus on the importance of the concept
of personal space as an intergral behavioral
control mechanism used to achieve certain
levels of privacy. Crrapter'i111, wilL address

the issue of human territorial defense and

the need for clear boundary separation between

private and public space to faeilitate
positive social interaction betwecn

individuals and their living environments,

Chapter,IIl will also address the issue of
distance between and proxirnity to others and

the effects of such on the tyoe and quality
of interaction that is Iikety to occur.
Chapter lV wili outline the design criteria
and guidelines for development that wiII be

applied to the case study of Richmond l,akes

Townhouses. Chapter V will outline the study
area, it's constraints and opportunities.
Chapter Vl will be the physical redesign of
a portion of the Rich¡nond Lakes îownhouses

development, applying the desig¡ guidelines
to show how privacy levels ea¡r be maintained,



territories deliniated and personal space

enhanced in a manner which promotes a high

degree of social contact with others

without jeot'ro;dizing the individuals control\'/
! t'lover space. ',..
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PRIVACY



CHAPTER I Privacv

A review of the pertinent literature
relating to the concept of privacy (Chapin,

Bates, Goffman, Rapoport, Proshansky, Simmel,

Somner, HaIl ) clearty indicates a general
consensus on several important issuesr

A. ) Privacy is an interpersonal boundary

control process which paces and regulates
interaction wi.th others.

B. ) Desired privacy leveIs and achieved
privacy levels are two important aspects of
privacy. Desired privacy is a subjective
statement of an ideal leve1 of interaction
with others. i-low much or how little contact
is desired at a given ¡nonent in time. Achieved
privacy is the actual degree of contact that
results from interaction with others. If the
desired privacy is equal to the achieved
privacy, an optimum state of privacy exists.
ff achieved privacy is lower ,or higher than

desired privacy a state ol ihTáfance exists.
C. ) Privacy is a dialectic process which

involves both a restriction of interaction and

a seeking of interaction. "... we becorne what
we are not only by establishing boundaries

around our seLves but aLso by a periodic

),



opening of these boundaries to nourishment,

to learning, and to intinacy.. . it is
essential that a person be able to set
boundaries for himself, but freely, so

that he can raise the boundaries again and

renove himself frorn them. " (Simrnel,p.81)

the dialectic nature of privacy suggest

that social interaction is a continuing
interplay between a variety of forces
which aLlows people to come together and to
rnove apart. Simply stated, there are times

when people want to be alone and times
when people want to be together. privacy,
then, is a synthesis between being in contact
with others and being out of contact with
others with opportunities and desires for
social interactic¡n changing over time and
with c ircunstances. Simmel continues...
" The idea of privacy as a dialectic process

means that their is a balancing of opposing

forces to be open and accessable to others or
to be closed and shut off from others and

the net strength of these c ompe !,1q. ing forces
changes over time. " (p.81)

D. ) Privacy ís an optimizing process in
whieh exists an optinal de€iree of desired

t'.-
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access of the self to others at any moment

in time.

E. ) Privacy is an input and output

process by which individuals and groups

attempt to regulate contacts coning from

others and outputs they nake to others.
F. ) Privacy can invoLve differeni types

of social units such as individualsr familíes
neighborhoods, communities, mixed or

homogeneous groups. This suggests that privacy

is an interpersonal event, involving
relationships amongst people. Suc h

relationships míght include person to person,

person to group, group to person, or Élroup

to group social units. For example, a family
group may want io be alone to discuss a

problem, or individual family members rnay

wish to reflect on some matter alone anrl out
of the presence of others. In other words

there can be a variety social units involved
in privacy, The privacy process may or nay

not be similar for all these social units,
G. ) Certain behavioraL mechanisms used to

achieve privacy goals. Such mechanisms

inc lude :

1)



1. Verbal and nonverbal behavior.

2. Persona! space, defined in terns of
distance by the space immediately surrounding
persons or groups.

l. Territory, the use, possession, and

ownership of areas or objects within a

geographical locale.
4. Cultural mechanisms such as prevailing

customs, norms and values related to behavior
!lt

exhibited by mqrlbers of cultural €rroups.
While it is commonly understood that the

boundary control mechanisms may differ
considerably across societies, there appears
!ltobéa common denominator that individuals

or groups can shut off contacts with others
at different times and under different
circumstances. As Altrnan states ', a viable
society can not exi_st if many menbers are
{otally and permanently out of contact
with others. But it is also probable that
few societies exist where people have no

barriers against others. What appears to be

different among societies is not the absence
of interpersonal boundary processes but the
specific behavioral mechanisns by which
some degree of control is achieved.,, (Altman,

:/
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L9?5,þ,ZB). Such control is exhibited in

Silber's analysis of the strip teaser

which illustrates how a non-private

situation may actually exersiþ'b interpersonal

boundarY c ontrol.
', The strip teaser would seem to forfeit'

by virtue of her professional calling the

privacy of her body. She has, it might seem'

no private parts, since she has contraeted for

their public display. But in the blank

expressionless face of the dancer one sees

the closed door, the wall, behind which she

hides an intense, but limited privacy' She

wears her fig leaf on her face' With eyes

that disclose nothing, least of all an intere

in what she is doing or in those who are

watching her, she preserves sorne part of her

individuality frorn public gaze'. Some dancers
l::t

exhibit such powers of withdrarf that they

sueceed in totally estranging themselves

from the audience. eec!åse she does not

value the intimate disclosure of her bodyl

because she makes her body available with

such utter indifference, that rare dancer nay

even convey to a stupid and drunken audience

\:.
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the stark rêalization that in seeins a1l

they have seen nothinq. What is offered
publicly to an audience becomes private
once aEaln. ( Silber, Lg?L,P.228)

Within such a theoretical framework

it is possible to establish some broad

working definitions of the concept of
privacy. Weston (I970) defines privacy
as the right of the individual to decide

what information about himself should be

communicated to others and under what
conditions. Rappoport (L972) extends
this definition to include the ability
to control interaction, to have options
devices and mechanisms to prevent unwanted

interaction-to achieve desired interac tion.
Ittleson, Proshansky and Rivelon (1970)

maintain that privacy !s the result of
obtaini.ng freedom of choice or options to
achieve goals in order to control what and

to whon information is communicated about

one's seIf. Simrnel (f950) defines privacy
as the control of stimulus input from
others, the desree of mutual knowl-edee

and separateness of people from one

another. While SchiIIs (1q66) extends this
definition to include the control of
novement of information across a boundary

from person to person, person to eroup,

I5



group to groüpr or group to individual.
The ¡nost practical definition of the

concept of pr ivac y, however, is that outlined
by Altman. Privacy is defínerl as "the
selective control of access to the self or
to ones group. " The apparent sirnplicity
of this definition contains several notions
that are essential to the 

"rl"fy"$å of the
concept of privacy as it relates to the
physical environment.

I. ft alLows for the inclusion of a

variety of social units raneing from the

individual to lareer groups.
2. It permits analysis of the concept

of privacy as a bi-directional process.
That is, inputs from the others to the self
and from the self to others.

3. This definition implies selective
control, or an active or dynamic process,
in which privacy can chanse over time ancì
with different c ircu¡nstanc e s.

Inherent to this definition rthen, is the
maintenance of flexibil.ity in the bounclary

control process influenced by the mechanisms

of personal space and territory. While a

plethora of studies relatins to privacy
have been undertaken within the last Cecade

several are of particular interest to this
analysi.s. Weston (1920), for examÞle,

categorized four types and four functions

-.1
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of privacy.

l. Solitude

2. fntirnacy

l. Anonymity
4. Reserve

Solitude refers to the state of privacy
whereby a person is free and alone from

cbservation by others and, as such, is in
the most extreme condition of privacy. The

second privacy state, intimacy, occurs when

a snall groüp, a husband and a wife for
exanple, separate themselves fron outsiders
in order to be alone. Anonynity, the third
state of privacy, occurs r¡rhen a person is
Iost in a crowd, he is in a public place
with others present but does not expect
to be recognized. An example of anonymit;'
might include eoing to a movie or walking
in crowded shopping centre. Reserve, the
fourth state of privacy, incLudes " the
creaticn of a psycholoeical barrier against
unwanted intrusion" (Lç?o,p3Z. ) This staee

literally tunes others out. As is evident,
the first three states, sol!tude, ang.nymity

and reserve relate to a single persons

desire to be separate frorn others. The
, .1,._ Êt, \. ).(;_fourth state, however, {in-timacy,} provides

the opportunity for frrg"" e;oups to become

I
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involved in activities together while

minimizing contact with o thers.
Weston continues his discussion by

describing four major functions of privaey.
I. Personal Autonomy
2. Emotional re lease
3. SeIf evaluat ion
4. Limiterl and protected communication

Personal automony refers to the central
core of the self and the important issues
of self worth, self independence, and

self identity. Emotional release permits
people to relax fron social roles, to be

as Goffinan ¡naintains "off stage". Self
evaluation provides individuals or groups
with the opportunity of assessing their
experiences, plan strategies for the
future and generally stand back from it
aII and reassess eoals and objectives.

The fourth function of privacy, limited
and protected communication , provides the

opportunity to be alone with another person

or a small group of individuals and to share

confidences with the¡n. The key to lVeston, s

analysis is that individuals and gfrups
seek a balance between openess and closedness.
îoo much or too iittle separation is deemeC

IB



undesirable, close relationships c anno t
be viable without some balanced interplay
of the members being together anrl apârt'
thereby, sometimes being individuals and

sometimes being members of a qroup but
never in either role all the time. Pastaland
(1970) extends Weston's analysis and describeC

events that precipitate individuals to seek

various forms of privacy.
These inc lude ¡

I. antecedent social evenris, such as

social relations and role responsibilities.
2. Organisrnic or personal factors, such

as motivation to escape identification an..ì

a desire to be free from observa.tion.

l. Mechanisns to achieve privacy, such

as physical withdrawl, use of non-verbal
behavior and psychological barriers,

4. environmental fa.ctors, such as

crowCedness, confinernent, and environrnental

arrangement of objects related to the ability
of the individual to achieve desired IeveIs

of interaction.
Such an analysis leads to the affects

of surrounding circurnstances, such as the

crowdedness of the physical environment,
and inCividual needs in certairi situations
that trisEer various dasires for privacy.

¡
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fttleson, Proshnsky and Rivilin (L970)

rnaintain that privacy maximizes freedom

of choice in behavioral options and rtherebV,
a1lows a person or group to have control
over hís or her activities. They recoãnize
the importance of individuals or Eroup.s

maintaining control over space or territory.
"... territoriality, thus, becomes one

mechanisms whereby a person can inc:.ease
the range of options open to him and

exercise his freedom of choice i.n given ,l

situations. " (p.18I) Central to ProshanskÍp
proposition is the iriea of control or freedorn

of choice to pursue or not to pursue
interaction, or the ability to resulate
self/other boundaries. Ke]vin(19?3) sueEests
that privacy be viewed in terns of individual
independence, vulnerability, and powe r
that others have or do not have over another
person. Privacy, then invclves protectine
oneself from the influence and power of
others. fhe individual or groups abilitv
to regulate interaction makes the situation
less vulnerable.

It becomes quite clear that pr!.vacy

is not solely a withdrawal process whereby

individuals or groups seek isolation and

2ç



freedom from external interference. privacy

involves the element of choice; the ability
of the individual or group to use social
and physical environnents to regulate
interaction with others. The notion of
flexibility anrì choice recognizes that
privacy is a dynamic process whi.ch has the
abitity to chanqe in degree with an alteration
of situations which precipitate the need for
a level of privacy.

A related feature of privacy is that too
much or too liitl: privacy j.s deemed

unsatisfactory and that persons or eroups
seek optimal levels of social interaction.
Smith(L969) , Bates (Ì969 ), Jourard (Lg?l)

Wohlwill (L9?4) all contenrl that an optimun
balance rnust be achieved be iween seelusion
and interaction and that the dialectic natrrre
of privacy points to the net level of desireC
contact with others. The net level can be

high or low. Hutton (L972) sueEests that
fndividuals and groups use boundaries or
barriers to control access by others whereby

access by others is regulated as

circumstances change. lhus, boundaries are

directly related to territorial definition
and defence.

't1
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Altnan (f9?5) defines territory as

"... a bounded area that an organism defends

and preserves as its own. " (p.27) this
definition of territory applies equally
to the concept of personal space which
involves an invisible boundary around
the self, intrusicn into which creates
tensions and discomforts. Furthermore,

all inanner of social units ranginq frorn

individuals to families to neighborhoods

to cities and nations, define their
existence, in part, by boundaries in the

form of walls, fences, rivers and to the

natural and man made barriers. According to
Altnan "... the concept of a boundary(in
a broad sense) is a distinction between the
self and the non-self... the interface
between the self and the nonself, " (p.2?)

The regulation of boundaries then, is
related to the degree of social interaction
and is reflected in leve1s of desired and

achieved privacy. When achieved privaey
equals desired privacy, an optimum degree

of privacy exists. ConversLey, when achieved
privacy is less than desired privacy more

Y
contact occuled than was desired. Hutton
(L972) suggests that boundary regulation

\,



includes control over inputs from persons

and other external factors outside the

seJ-f , ranging from zero input on some

occasions to maximum input on other
f¡, .occasldions. Privacy also includes outputs

frorn the self to others. An individual
may seek out , for example, the opinion
of another person to help resolve a

personal problem.

lo sunmarize the discussion to this
point, several key issues relating to the

concept of privaey have been emphasized.

A. Privacy is an interpersonal process

which may involve a variety of social urrits
ranging from individuals to groups.

B. Privacy is a rneans of regulating
contact with others.

C. Privacy is a reciprocal process

involving incoming and outgoing contacts.
D. That privacy is a dynamic process

allowing individuals or groups to choose

the degree of desired social interaction
with others.

E. îhat an optimal level exists between

desired and achieved prlvacy which will
vary accordÍng to the social setting and

circurnstances.

X
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PERSONAL SPACE



CHAPÎER I1

Pelsonal Space -'Îhe Protective BubbIe'

Personai space is one of the rnechanisms

used to regulate privacy and involves a

combination of factors including distance
and angle of orientation fron others.

Sornmer (f969) refers to personal space

as " an area with an invisible boundary

surrounding the persons body into which
intruders may not come... like the poreupines

,. - -({ì, 
,in Schoperìhaur'es fab1e, people like to be

close enough to obtain warmth ..,0 
"o,n"af"nip

but far enough alay to avoid pricking one

another. Personal space is not necessarily
spherical in shape, nor does it extend ,)
equally in all directions... it has been

Iikened to a soap bubble, a sn¿il shell,
an aura and breathinE roon. " (p,26)

Goffman (fçZf) describes personal space

as "the space surrounding an individual
where within which an enterinE 'other'
causes the indi,¡idual to feel- encroached

upon, leading him to show displeasure and

sonetines to withdraw, " (p.30)

HaIl (1966) susgests that the:.e is an

interplay between personal distance (the

norrnal spacing whj.ch is nraintained ) and the

ll
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social distance (the psychological distance

beyond which an individual feels anxious

because of a need to be in contact with

others ) .

lnplicit to these definitions are

several factors associated with the concept

of personal space i

A. That personal space is an invisible
boundary between the individual and others'

B. That cersonal space is always â part

of the individual . Personal space is, therefore'

carried with the individual where ever he

goes.

C. that personal- space regulation (Iike

privacy) is a dynarnic process which allows the

individual to permit access as situations

c hange .

D. that personal space is related to

interpersonal distance and orientation to

others and that undesired interaction can

cause the individual to withdraw'

SimpIy stated, personal space regulati-on

operates in the following way' The self

opens to others when interaction is desi¡ed

and closes when interaction is not desired'

As previously stated, privacy regulation

is achieved through a series of behavioral

inc I ve rbal-

:
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communication and environmentally oriented

behaviors related to personal space and

territory. Thus personal space is a

nechanisn used to regulate interpersonal
interaction and to achieve a desired level
of pr ivac y.

Personal space is often translated
into physical distance from others. HaIl
(L966) ernphasized that distance itself is
not irnportant; it is the conmunication
cues possible at various distances that
Iend sigrrificance to the concept of
personal spac e .

Studies indicate that individual distance
is learned behavior o""u{.rr* durinq the
early years of life and that this learning
is influenced by cultural factors and values
related to perceirred confort levels for
social interaction. As Sommer (I9ó9) sussests,
" when the individual is deprived of contact
with others he can not learn proper spacing

which sets him up as a failure in subsequent

social intercourse--he cornes too close and

evokes threat displays or stays too far
away to be considered a member of the Eroup. "
(p.29)

26



The irnportance of personal space eannot

be over emphasized. the level of comfort

that the individual feels toward himself

directly effects the level of confort that
rnight be felt by that individual in a group

context. Should the individual lack an

understanding about accepted spatial separation

in a social setting it is unlikely that positi
social interactíon will occur, thereby, forcing
the individual to withdraw, thus, achieving

r:l

an undesired levf of privacy, Conversely,

clear definition of personal space or
territory can facilitate social interaction
pr,rviding that all parties are cognizant of
confort distance that sets the individuals
apart. the ability of the individual to enter

and to withdraw from such interactions is
a reflection of that individuals ability
to regulate interpersonai bounlar:ies to

inaintain a cer iein i+vei pr iv:rr':.¡ ali ì

therefore, c onfort.

)(
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CHAPIER LII - Territorv

" The concept of territory has its roots

in the s6sic logical analyses of urban life,

beginning in the I92O's (Park, Burgess and

McKenzies, I925 i fhras]net,L927¡ Whyte, 1943'

Yabronsky, L962; Zorbaugh,I929). " (Altman,

Lg?5,p.I03. ) Research was conducted on the

functioning of social groups in places

such as restaurants, bars and neiehborhoods'

fn aII cases' the inforrnation generated by

these studies clearly illustrated the

presence of terrltories which where demarcated

by streets, Places on streets.

Stea(I9ó5), defines territoriality as

behavior that refleets the Cesire to possess

and occupy portions of space and when

necessary, to defend them against intrusion
by others. Som¡ner ¡966) refers to territory
as an area controlled by a person, family'

or other face to face groups in which control

is reflected in actual or potential possesion

rather than evidence of physical combat or

aggression. While Pastafan (L970) conceives

of territory as a delimited space that a

person or group uses and defends as an

exclusive preserve. It involves psychological

indentification with a place' syrnbolized



by attitudes of possessiveness and

arrangement of obiects in an area. Becker
(tc73¡ refers to territory as a eeoeraphical

¿ì
area that is ¡ersonizeC or marked in some^.\
way and is defended in sone way from
encroachnent. Goffman (fee3¡ sees territories
as areas controlled on the basis of ownership
and exelusiveness of use. Lyman and Scott
ItgøZ) maintain that territoriality involves
the attempt to control space and that these

territories can be public, hone, interactionaf
or bodily in form. Finally, Sundstrum anri

Altman (L9?4) suggest that territoriality
involves the mutually exclusive use of areas
and objects by persons or Eroups.

As can be seen from the preceedine
definitions, several features are common

to all. Firstly, they make specifi.c reference
to geoeraphical areas or ¡lla.ces. Second, they
allude to the relationship between ownership
of the space and the defense of territory.
The third common denominator is that the

concept of territoriality seems to imply or
involve the personalization of a place either
by the use of barriers or other markins
devices. People use fences, keep-r:ut signs,
dogs, statues, fountains, rnailboxes,
flower pots and other devices to point
out to others that 'their place' beEins
at such and such a point. Movement bv

outsiders across or throu¡¡h these boundaries

,I
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}S perc{i/ève d as sonething special, to be

done with caution or with permission.

Unauthorized movenent across territor iaL

boundaries may constitute an invasion
of privacy. A fourth quality exhibited by

these definitions is that territory can

be the domain of both an indivldual or
group. For example' at times we may refer
to a single person's space such as a

bedroom and at other times we rnay focus
our attentions on the space of a eroupr
such as a family room or the entire home

itself. A fifth and final factor conìmon

to these defínitions concerns territorial
intrusion and defense. when a territory has

been encroached upon, the owner or occupant

of the space Ìnay become uncomfortable,

ansered or anxious resultinE in a defensive
reaction on the part of that individual or
group toward the intruder.

From this description then' it is
possible to establish a working definition
of the concept of territoriality which

synthesi zes the definitions previousLy
discussed. Altman (Lq?5) perhaps capsulizes

and echos the thoughts and premises

involved in this practicum by definine
territorial behavior as a ". . . self/other
boundary regulation mechanisrn that involves

k
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personâIization or marking of a place or

object and eommunication that it is "owned"

by a person or sroup. Personalization and

ownership are designed to resulate social

interaction and to help satisfy varlous

social and physical motives. Defense

responses may sometimes occur when

territorial boundaries are violated'"(p'Io7)

TYPES OF TERRÍîORTES

I.',yrnan and Scott (ls?o) distinquish four

types of territories which are appropriate

to this analYsis of PrivacY.
l. Public terr itorie s

2. Home territories
l. lnteractional terr itorie s

4. BodY territories
Pubtic territories are those areas where the

individual has freedon of access, but not

necessarily of action. Public territories
are open to all, but certain inages and

expectations of appropriate behavior and

of the eategories of in<ìividuals who are

normally perceived as using these territories
may rnodify freedon within such a public
place, It is commonly expected that illeEal
activities wiII not occur in public places'

Since pubtic territories are vulnerable to



violation, policemen are charsed with the

task of renoving lawbreakers from the

scene and generally providine surveillance
of activities to protect the interests of

that public spac e .

Goffman, in his classic work !@
Presentation of lelf in Evervdav T..,i f e (1959 )

suggests that certain categories of persons

are accorded only. li-mited access to and

restricted activity in public places. It is
expected, for example, that children will
not be playinq in public playgrounds after
midnight; that Iower class citizens will
not live, although they might work, in
areas of middle class residence.

Hone territories are those areas where

the reltular users have a relative freedom
of behavior and a sense of intimacy anC

control over the area. Interactional
terri.tories refer to any area where a
soclal gathering may take place in which
some type of interaction may occur. For

example¡ clusters of people at a party. The

fourth territory, body territory, is
syrìonymous with the concept of personal

space in that it includes the spaee

encompasses by the body.

Altman (L9?5) collapses these four



types of territory into threer

I. Prínary territorie s

2. Secondary territor ies

3. Public territories
Such a classification refers to how central
a territory is to a person or group or
how close it is to their everyday lives.
It further eoincides with the distinction
often ¡nade between primary and secondary
reference groups. A prinary group refers to
a husband-wife relationship whereas a

seeondary group refers to other groups

which the indivldua] is in contact with
such as a professional association, an

athletic tean or a social group.

PRIM.ARY TERRTlORIES

" Primary territories are owned and

used exclusively by individuals or groups,

are clearly indentified as theirs by others,
are controlled on a relatively permanent

basis, and are central to the day-to-day

Iives of the occupants. " Altman .Lg?5(p,LIz)
The home would be considered a prinary
territory because the identity of the owner

is conspicuous, entrance into which by

outsiders deemeC undesirable. Further, a

l:l
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primary territory allows the owner to

control access by outsiders rthereby, ensu¡inE

that a certain desirable level of inter-
action is maintained. 0ther examples of
priÍiary territories include the kj.tchen,

bedroom and immediate-external l ivine
spaces of the home. Shou1d the violation
of a primary territory become intolerable
to the occupant, it might becor¡e necessary
for the individual or group to adjust or

modify the boundery control mechanism

being used to demarcate the territory in
question. îhe resultìng behavior or actions,
while appearinE to resolve the immediate
territorial problerns,nay, in fact, compound

the anxiety of the occupant by the placement

of unwanted barriers between himsetf and

the surrounding environs. Altman contends

that the absence of a prinary territory or
the inabi.Iity to regualte others' access

may well manifest itself in the loss of
self-esteem and self-identity on the part
of the individual. ln our culture the

person who hes "no place" is labeled a
vagrant and is often a marginal rnember of
the c ommun i ty.

ll
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It is important to recos¡ize that
primary territories are important to the
boundary reeulation process and constitute
an integraÌ part of the interactional
processes related to privacy.
SECONDARY ÎERRITORIES

Secondary territories are c lose Iy
aligned with Lyrnan and Scott. s Home and
InteractionaL territories and c lo selyiìparpllels the distinction between primary
and secondary reference groups. Secondary
territories are less central and not as
exclusive as primary territories in that
regular users of the space often have

relatÍveIy free access while maintainins
some control of access by outsiders.

"Some secondary territores have a
simultaneous blend of public or semi-public
availability and control by reeular users.
Of course, sone secondary territories (for
example, private social clubs) have r.ules
limiting occupants, but even within the
nembership there are often informal territories
that are controlled by selective people.
Seeondary territories are the bridse r therefore,
between the total and pervasive eontrol alLowed
partic
alnost

ipan
fre

ts in primary territories and the

X
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use of public territories by all persons.

As such, there may weII be confusion
regarding sec ondary- terri tory boundaries,
and the possibility exists for considerable
conflict as boundaries are established,
tested, and violated, " Altman,l9Z5 (p.If4)

Newman (L9?2) clearly i llustrates
this potential for conflict in secondary

territories in his analysis of crime in
urban low-cost housing developments in
which he concluded that one of fundamental
problems was the design of such semi-public
areas as hallways, Iounges, entrances to
buildines and the immediate street areas.
Further investisation Ied to the observation
that in most cases, the hieh crirne rate was

in part due to the inability of the secondary

territories to become personalized by the
residents and that these terrilories where

thus beyond the control of the intended

user group. fn addition, these spaces

could not be easily surveyed by the

occupants and were, according to Newman,

nondefensible territories. the major focus

of this analysis is that there was no

apparent gradation of territories. Homes

were primary territories, but areas outside

the door of one,s house immediatel y bec ame

'll



a pubLic territory. fn other words,

there were no secondary territories or

buffer zones between the private indoor

residences and the public zones beyond

these prirnary terri tories.
Newman suggests that some of the

problems associated with a lack of
'i.r

territorial di{erentiation can be resolved,
allowing for rnore distinguishable secondary

territories, through the use of a variety
of design techniques includine the

adjustment of the physical lay"out of the

developments to allow for the opportunity
of creating subne ighbo rho orl s within the
Iarger complex, creating s erni- pr ivate
entrance ways, using symbolic territorial
markers such as waIIs, stoops, hedees, and

the Iike, usine clusters of entranceways

and stairways accessible to only small
groups of resirients, and arransinq
lighting and windows to perrnit better
surveillance of streets and play areas.

Secondary territories, because of their
serni-public quality, cften have unclear
rules regarding their use and are susceptible
to encroachment by a variety of users,
sometimes inappropriately and somet j.nes

Ã
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predesposinE to social conflict. As Newman

maintains, comnunity design must recognize

and respond to these issues by not merely

providing people with decent housing and
.J

ample open space rbut rather Ú?) tt'u=t adCress

the quality of these spaces as they relate

to the distinctions between primary,

secondary and public territories.
In summary, secondary territories are

places over which an individual or a group

has control, ownership and requlatory
power but not to the sane dearee as over

a primary territory. Secondary territories
allow for access on an official or casual

basis in which the type of user and the

size of group may change with time. In
addition, the area is not always seen as

betonging to one particular indivj-dual or

group. Because secondary te rr itor ial
bounrlaries are often inadequately defineC,

ownership, either outright or symbolic,

becomes ambiguous_, and ,therefore., the

surveillance of the buffer zones between

the private and pubLic domain becornes

virtually non- existent '

!-u¡!l!-.!EE¡l!!3JE!
The third category of territory' puirLic

t.tl'
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allol.js for free movement and access with
the ownership of the space being in the

hands of all potential users of the space.

Broner (L965) described two types of public

territory. The first' occupancy by society
of places such as streets and parks in
which access is available without restrction.
The second, free occupancy settines, such as

deserted beaches, have seen fewer restrict-
ions and are open to almost anyone. Lyman

and Scott (L96?) defined publì.e territories
as "those areas where the individual has

freedom of access, but not neccessarily
of action...these territories are officially
open to aII, but certain imaEes and

expectations of appropriate behavior,. .

modify freedom. (p,23? ) Such facilities
as children's playgrounds, beaches' parks

are available to all members of soeiety

but their use is restricted by laws, and

regulations governine the range of
aetivities that can occur. For example,

it is ;ägainst) tire law that (nq nude bathins

"""r" ;;'a puuric ¡"."r, 
".,at 

iikewise
that use of a children's tot lot be

confined to those activities which are

deemed acceptable by the community at large.

-Ë
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The preceeding three chapters have

concentrated on three central issues

related to the inter-personal boundary

control process. Privacy was seen as the
primary, dynamic interaction process by

which individuals reEulate contact with
others. Personal space, the area inmeCiately
surroundinE the body, was described as

one of the mechanisms used to regulate
privacy and invloves defined comfort

zones, or distance factors. The third
issue, territoriality, involves the
demarcation and personalization of a

place, com¡nunicating the notion that the
place has a sense of ownership.

Privacy, personal space and territoriali
are aLl dynamic processes which operate in
association with each other to regulate
desired Ievels of social interaction.
Each having the ability to adapt and

change as circumstances warrant. fnvasion
or encroachment of privacy, personal space

or territory solicits a defensive reaction
on the part of the threatened individual
or group resulting i.na siE¡ificant decrease

in the opportunity for positi.ve social
interac t ion.

fnherent to these coneepts is the

17
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implicit relationship of the distance

of individuals to others and the transition
fron private to pubi-i.c space. E.T. HatI,
in his work entitled the Hidden Dirnension
(L966) proposed the theory of 'proxemics'
for the study of man's use of space as a

communication vehicle. The central theme

of Hall's theory is that it could be

applied to the analysis of spatial zones

used by people in different social
relationships and settings.

l)îhe theory of prexemics indentifies
four spatial zones used in human interactions

I. Intimate distance zone.

2. Personal distance zone

3. Social distance zone

4. Public distance zone

The first zone, intimate distance, covers
the range of 0-i8 inches. According to
HaIl r " At intimate distance the presence

of the other person is unmistakable and at
tinres be overwhelming beeause of the

greatly steeped up sensory input...Sight,
olfaction, heat from the other pèrsons body,

sound, smell, and feel of the breath all
combine to signal unmistakable involre¡nent

with another body." (p.1I0) There are two

X
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phases associated with the intinate zone,

the close phase (0-6 inches) inside of

which occurs the most intimate contact.
As HalI naintains, it is within this zone

that such activities as lovemaking, wrestling,
comforting and protectins occur. While this
zone is pleasant in sone situations' such

as when one is interacting with a loved
one, it can be quite unconfortable and

unpleasant in other situations. An

example which is often used to illustrate
the intrusion of others into the close phase

of the intimate zone is that of the crowded

eLevator. l,Ihen people are forced into close
proximity to others, they often become

immobile and rigid, looking up nervously

at the floor numbers or down at the floor
perhaps as a signal to othe!'s that a

violation of personal space is oo"udirle
but that an attempt is beine made to avoid
inappropriate interac tion.

the second zone, personal distance,

spans the range from 1å to 4 feet, with
again a close and far phase. the personal

dista¡ce is characteristically the spacine

used by people for general. interaction.
Intrusion beyond this point makes the

\
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situation unconfortable for the

participants. The close phase (få - 2å feet)

permits the exchange of smell' touch and

sight but not to the level of detail
possible within the intinate zone. the close
Dhase. accordinE to liall.,is ¡rimariiy/-
reserved for intimate contact while the far
phase pernrits aceess by a lareer sesment

of the population. the far phase then'

2å-4 feet, extends from af,oint that is
just outside easy touching distance by

one person to a point at which two peopJ"e

can touch hands if their arms are extended.

"Beyond it, a person cannot easily get

his hands on someone else" (Ha1J.,p.1l3) The

personal distance zone is the transj-tion
area between intimate contact and open'

rnore public behavior.

The third zone, accordine to HaIl's
theory, is social distance which ranges

from 4-12 feet. It is within the social

zone that the majority of business and

social contact occurs. If one were to

examine the layout of a typical business

office and primarily the reception area,

it becomes quite apparent the arransement

of the office furniture that this zone

K
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is frequently used.'For example' the

typical office desk is 2È feet' wide. When

a chair is located on either side the

distance between individuals wiII approximate

4 or rnore feet.
In the close phase of the social

;+^'l',I1
distance zone,,, visual contact is restricted
to the head shoulders and upper body with
vocal cues, such as loudness anci pitch
can be easily detþcterl. It is within this
zone that most coniact between casual
c,

qquaintences occurs, and it is a cistance
which is comfortably acceptable in public

places. l'lall observeC that people in

airports, in public conve:'sation on street

corners, cr in offices often maintain

interactional distances within this ranse.
The far phase of the social zone (?'

t2 feet) provides even more flexibility
ancì opportunity for casual ínteraction.
îhe features of the individual are Iess

pronounced but one can quickly ând easily
scrutinize the entire body within this
distance. Subtle eye contact can convey

significant information to others and

gestures are easily recognizable. The

far phase of the social zone is an

);
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excellent Cistance fo¡ the observation
of the opposite ser. In addition, heat
touch and smell are often lost within
this interaction zone.,J..

The last zone flluded to by HaII is
termed the public distance zcne which
varies fron I2-2J feet or more. It is
this zone whieh has the most implication
for this study anrl which will affect this

design suiCelines to be di.scusseC in lhe
next chapter. Basical]v the public zone

provides the sreatest dearee an,l
opportunity for soeiaL interaction for
individuals who do not wish to devulse
too much information about the self at
a Eiven point in ti-::e. It provides for

t
each particf.pant enoueh space that
violation of personal space and privacy
does not become an issue which mieht
prevent any type of interaction from
occuçing. Ha11 contends that this Cistance
exhibits fo:'mality and that the publio
zone is often utilized in courtrooms
where by the location and distanee between

iuCse, jury, defendent and atlorneys is
pre-determined accordins to level of
interaction that is warranted by the

x.,
oc c asFll on.

It mieht be saiC that the spatial-

'/
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zones described above are representative

of boundaries around the self that can be

opened or closed to others depending on

the level of interacticn that is desired,
the notion of personal distance zones fits
comfortably with Sommers concept of
personal space )but takes it one step

further to recognize the physical movement

of an individual closer or further away

from an interactional setting or
opportunity. By moving away the individual
is comnunicating to others that a hieher

Ievel of privacy is CesireC with personal

spaee being thè vehicle for achievine
this privacy. Conversely' when one moves

closer to the situation he is permitine
access to the self and increasing the

opportunity for social interaction as

he passes through the various zones

describeC by HaII. Thus, HalI's distance

zones serve to regulate contact with
others and allow the self/other bounrlaries

a degree of flexibility and permeability.
An example o fl hov¡ Hall'l s theorY

mieht be applied is illustrated in the
followine situation. fn typical town-

house development, similar to the studv

area in Richmond Lakes, a small private

x.
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outdoor space is provided adjacent to the

unit and usually access$,ble fron the

back door. Further, it j-s co¡nmon practice
to associate this private outdoor space

with a so- called "public open space"

which is provided for the recreational
benefit of the residents. The concept
of providing such an amenity to the
development is very noble and commendable

but the embellishment of these areas and

definition of what is 'privatè and what

is 'publie' is often neglected resultinE
in a variety of behaviors, includine
vandalism, CeemeC undesirable by the

residents. As a result o:f inadequate

territorial definition, the private
outdoor spaces are seldomly used,

surveillance of the public territory
declines and the sense of ownership
restricted to the interi-or of the unit.
As the opportunity for social interaction
decreases, the achieved privacy level
exceeds the desired level with the
consequence being the creation of an

imbalance. the absence of territorial
ñErkers, fences, trees, shrubs, flowers,

shovels, bar-b-ques, etc. signifies to
the outsider that all of the interior

l. ?. .?.
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space of the deveJ-opment i-s 'public'
and, therefore, open to the activities
associated with Public Places.

Gradually' residents witl beein to

personalize their immediate outdoor areas

with the placement of flower boxes' door

decorations and the like in an attempt

to stake their 'turf', This form of
behavior is almost exclusively restricted
to the area immediately adjacent to the

dwelling unit. the placement of such obiects

signals to others that this is a private

area, íntrusion into which is unCesirable.

However, beyond the space imnediately
adjacent to the dwelline unit (perhaps

2-) fee'c) territorial rlefinition is
l?,

ambiquous and thus is interpnted as

belonging to no one.

An absence of territorial definition
conceivably renders the space useless by

the individual resident. Surveillance of
the space decreases, unwarranteC intrusion
occurs and the areas is taken over by

outsiders. the sense of Place and

ownership is eone.

Given this tYPe of situation' the

opportunities for social interaction are

4B



nininized primarily due to an over

exposure of the individual to others. The
h.",

consequence of such an imbalance is
reflected in family units and individuals
feelings of Inot belonging' to the group.

The resulting behavior is clearly exhibited
ln the high turnover rate of occupants
within such developnents. It becomes

increasingly difficutt for people to
personali.ze a space which does not
implicitly or explicitly connote a sense

of ownership and c ontro I.
-9ont-i.nu-iog*'our.'d,i.sor*esion-+¡elt, 1îe

gradual introduction of territor ial
markers signifies to others a desire on

the part of the resident to expand their
'living environ¡nent to include the exterior
space irnmediately adjacent to their
dwelling unit. Such claim to space or
territory is most often confined to the
"back" of the unit as social custom. While
the 'frontr is quite often the formal
entrance to the house, and is a protective
boundary perceived as the area for public
presentation and view. Estabiishins strons
physical barriers such as fencine, is
eenerally vieweC as an undesirable act
by adjacent home owners in the fronts of

'r'
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units. It is the private space to the

rear of the unit which Provides the

greatest latítude for personal i zati on.

Peer pressure does not dictate the style

and level of naintenance in the private
spaces to the same extent as in the

'front' . This phenomenon is due i¡ Part
to the proxirnity of the private space to

the pubtic areas and the type and quality
of territorial distinction between these

zones.
Íherefore, if private outdoor space is

to be provided adjacent to the dwelline

unit, yet faclng into a so-called public

open space, then adequate territorail
definition and separation must be provided

to ensure that a desired level of privacy

is rnaintained, concurrently provides the

opportunity for social interac tion.
Renembering that privacy reeulation is

a dyrnarnic process' the design problem

becornes one of how to provide a flexible
environment within which individuals or

sroups can regulate ccntact levels to
achieve a balance between desired and

achieved privacY s tate s.

It is maintained here that the

provision of a six foot hieh 'privacy

fence' is not the solution to achieving

-
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such a balanced relationship. The six
foot fence is at the opposite end of the

continuum from the conditions where there
is a total absence of territorial
definition. Ðach condition d i sc ourage s

interaction with others. The lack of
privacy barriers confines activities to
the interior of the unit while the privacy
fence prevents individuals from having
the option to observe and partake in
activities with others. ft is not the
intention of this study to advocate the
total removal of privacy fences as we

have come to know them but rather to
sugsest that viable options exist which

are both practical and economical for
achieving behavioral goal-s anrl objectives.

What is required is a situation in
which adequate territorial definition is
provided coupled with appropriate
separation-in terrns of distance anrl angle
of orientaiion fro¡n others- between public
or secondary territories and the private
spaces of the residents. It is important
to recognize that it is the individual
who, within the context of his
surround j,ngs, governs the leveI of contact
between himself and others and it is the
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quality of the environmental envelope

which becones the catalyst for positive
soe ial relations.
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SUMMARY
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C}.ÍAPîFR 'IV - SUMIIIARY OF BASTC CONCEPTS

Privacy has been treated as a dynamic

process in which boundaries between

individuals and/or groups are either
estabtished or renoved to facilitate or

prevent social interaction. It is further
contended that privacy is a reciprocal
process which at certain tines allows
people to come together and at other

times allows for solitude and too rnuc h or

too little contact with others is undesirable '

In order that chanses in desired privacy

IeveIs can be acconmodated' a degree of

flexibility must be provided in the desis¡

of 'people' environments. Such flexibility
would allow individuals or groups to modify

or alter the physical surroundings in
response to chanees in desired privacy
states. The removal of barriers, such as

six foot fences would cornmunicate a desire

to interact with others, thereby providing

the opportunity for interaction¡ while

respectine the indivíduals need for privaey'

If privacy is truly a dialectic procêss

then environments should be created which

accomodate for people's chanEing desires

for contact with others. Snvironments that

t'
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emphasize too little interaction' such

as those which contain no territorial

definition, or those which contain too

strong a barrier' are static and do not

promote responsive changes to desired

privacy levels. The design professlons

should strive for the creation of

environnents in which individuals have

some degree of control over contact with

others. lt is the position here that we

must recognize the fact that people's

needs change with time and circumstances

and that design should respond to such

behavioral id ios¡mcrac ies by allowing

for a degree of flexibilitY in our

exterior living environments to accommodate

changes in the perceived use of these

spaces' In other words, the design should

allow the sane space to serve different

functions and have the ability to change

with other needs, rather than our changine

needs requiring us to seek out another

location.
Personal space was described as

mechanism used to reEulate privacy and

involves the distance and ansle of

orientation of an individual to others'

l.?
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As with privacy, personal space was seen

as a dynarnic process in which the size

and composition of the "bubb1e" can

change under different social settings

depend on the deEree of familiarity
and comfort that the individual feels
towards others.

The concept of teritorialitY was

discussed in terms of deeree of permanence

of ownership and the amount of control
exhibited by individuals or groups

over the use of the space. lerritory
was divided into three categories'
primary, seconclary, anrl public and that
these divisions of territory serve to
smooth out social relations and define
zones of contact for interaction. We

must recogrrize the importance of
territorial definition in our design

solutions so as to ensure that infrinsement
does not interfere with desired privacy
IeveIs and desired levles of social

c ontac t.
Newrnan(1972) study of urban housinE

developments was discussed briefly in

the preceeding chapter in which was noted

)-,



the problen of design of secondary and

pubtic territories includine entranc eways ,

play areas anci hallways. It was implied

that these areas where inappropriately

designed, consequently renderine these

areas indistinctive and beyond the control

of the inhabitants. Thus due to unclear

definition and distinction of territory'
sense of ownership, surveillance and

control was lost. It is imperative then

that we address the notion of territoriality
in such a way as to ensure the primary'

secondary anci public territories permit

appropriate leveIs of control over the

use of spac e.

The follo'¡ins case study illustrates
how medium density housing developrnents

can be altered to accomodate flexibility

and provide the opportunity for social

inte rac t i on .

:
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CASE STUDY



DESIGN GUIDEIÏTES

The following desi<n guidelines provide

the framework within the redevelopment of

Richmond Lakes Townhouses has been undertaken.

l. Primary, secondary and public territory
È,' should be clearly delinÍated.

2. AIl conmunal space should be easily
maintained.

3. Each unit should be clearly recognizable

so as not to convey the appearance of
row hous ing.

4. 0ptions and opportunities should be

provided for individual self expression

and personalization of unit exterior,
,/\

J. Greatest lev{}ê of separation should occur

betvreen adjacent units.
6. Unit access shouÌd remain at ground level.
7. Social interaction should be encouraged

through the maintenance of territorial
boundaries.

8. Each unit should have a "front" & back

yard .

9. Each unit should be owned.

10. Each unit shouLd have sufficient exterior
storage spac e.

X

l
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11 . Each unit should respond ( 'ívhere posslbre /

to climatic conditions '

I2.Private outdoor space should be designed

for flexibility to aecom.odate changes in

user needs. ,ii

13. Open space development should aceo4odate

a wide range of user groups and activitles

14. fhe use of !Zy lrivacv fences should be

discouraged. ¿

l5.0pen space should cornpllment residences

and act as the unifYing link for the

deve I opnent .

16.Primary, secondary and public territories

should be clearlY deliniated'

IT.Neiehborhood identity shotlld be encourased'

u.

V

" .."

1.,,,,.'ifi
l.

'\

1
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The studY area, Richmond Lakes

lownhouses, !s situated on a 6'ó acre site

Iocated in the Fort Richmond distriet of

South Winnipeg. The townhouse conplex anri

adjacent apartment buildings c onstruc ted

in 1969, under the Limited Dividend Housine

Proeram administered by CanaCa Mortgare and

Housing Corporation' Simply stated' a

T,.D.H. project is privately developed with

C.M.H.C. providing 95/' of the mortaãee

financing. C.M.H'C' in turn controls the

rate of return to the developer' fcr a

period of not less than seven years' by

establishinq the rental rates based primarily

on operating expences' After the expiration

date of the development agreenent' the

Ceveloper is entitled to cha¡Ee the tpe of

tenure fron rental to condornium or to sell

the pro jec t outright'
ft is the intention of the Ladco Co'

Î,,td. to convert the townhouse cornplex to

condlrninium ownership with an anticipatec

selling Price Per unit in the low to

mid 40,s. Tîg mandate given to this desisner
ì:.!¿rr¿,lf

was to allårop" a randsìcape cevelopernent

strategy that would pråviOe sufficient

privacy to the individual units and increase

I

j

I

:

:
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the overall marketabilitY of the

condominium concept with costs not to
$

exceed a budget of 2'000.00 per unit.
The following photographs indicate

the style of the existing development

and fllude to some of the problem areas

which have been addressed in the desigrr

segment which follows.

"lti, li,t¡¡l.¡ir¡ f.:r,r.ti,..,,, J i iti,j' lr_\'ilt,i¡íi:1,

!. ?le'pr.r.t..?-"''r 1;ì1ì i ir¿ I'!/
?;

l, , i:.'

Y
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o'

.,.corner units exposed tô aciiviti-as on
oarkine areas and tì^.e sireet, . , no
ðpportunitY to be alone.

...toial absence soft and har'l landeeape
features results in a ha:sh/torlnLlaÐ:å
soc ial environmen t '



. .. asphalt parkins a¡eas poorly protected
fron hot surnmer sun '

...cn comin* headlights pose-a p::obLem for
-oxoosed units'. 'asa!n' nô e'¡'-dence of
inii ivilual self exPressron'

'll



, . . insufficient separation between street
and open space sl¡s te m.

^', J

ljr

...exte¡'ior storage iaeilities are requireil
for personal objects such. as bic¡rcl-es and
bar-b-,1ues,



I

. . . sarbag
ad j ac ent
-¡¡a,:c hr¡

e containers c onven j- enily
to parkins garages prov j-d
all residents.

iocated
es easy

..,absence of territorial markers a
to Cevelopmeni mekes the transition
'ou.tsiCe' to ' inside' avrk'¡¡a:'d.

t en tranr: e
frorn



...activities associåted with unit interio:s
are clearly visible from perkin¡(r ar^eàs. , ,
unit iientification absent,

...arriva1 sequence ol:'front' ol unì.ts
Ciscourages perscnali zation by residenis..,
social interacti.on with pubiic ::estricied,

11



. . . inarlequate scparation betw:err- ven

"å"rï^i-Jno 
privàte outcoor s 'âcê Lñ

äctive use of spac e '

hibits

ì
,t

. . . south -iacing uni-ts sìror'¿ l-ittle .ti;Ì-iÎ--
froin sumrner sun. . .no'tJrritoriaf 'iefinitìon

'tl



. . .Drivate space rlevelopment restric ES

i;åi;fd;;i aífJrat¡-on oi environment to
iatisfY changing needs '

...principIe lanclscape elements a:'e the
hycìio terninals



:.. opgn space provj.des Iittl-" oppo:.trrnitv
for private act!vities...al-I units o.ver

. ,. "neighborhood" identity is
private space is absen;.,. no
personalizaticn

evilence o I
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1,.
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1,,

l.

l:.

::.

l.:

|..'.

1,..
1...

...total absence cf Cistinction and
separation between open space anC pr
yards discourases soc ial int-,,i:ac iion
selComly useC...all activities a¡e ¡
no evidence of personalizati_on.

ivate
spåc e

ubl ic

ù

. , , Laek of separ.ation
seconCary ierritories

between public an_ì
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I

. . . AmbiEous territorial Cefinition
ãi="ã"ràs"= Þersonalization of unit exterior
:;. -ñ;"ËEñèe'õi entrv ard arrival, . ... BuiLcin'q
mass becornes the primar';'/ spatial in'llcator'

.''-:.:-

. . . ,' can you tell ne hcw T f iril i'1r. Simpscn' s
uni.t, "

?
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